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In-Class Problems 
(Try these before coming to class) 

 
 
Q.1. Write a program to find the longest non-contiguous palindromic substring of a 
string. 
 
Q.2.  Write a program to find the longest harmonic progression in a given array of 
numbers. 
Reference : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonic_progression_(mathematics) 
 
Q.3. It's dinner time in Castle Camelot, and the fearsome Knights of the Round Table 
are clamouring for dessert. You, the chef, are in a soup. There are N knights, including 
King Arthur, each with a different preference for dessert, but you cannot afford to 
make desserts for all of them. 
  
  
You are given the cost of manufacturing each Knight's preferred dessert–since it is a 
round table, the list starts with the cost of King Arthur's dessert, and goes 
counter-clockwise. 
  
  
You decide to pick the cheapest desserts to make, such that for every pair of adjacent 
Knights, at least one gets his dessert. This will ensure that the Knights do not protest. 
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<!-- 
A strange feature of the Knights is that they will not complain about not getting dessert 
unless they get support from both their neighbours. So, you decide to pick the cheapest 
desserts to make, such that for every pair of adjacent Knights, at least one gets his 
dessert. 
  
--> 
What is the minimum cost of tonight's dinner, given this condition? 
  
  
For instance, suppose there are 5 Knights and their desserts cost 1, 2, 1, 2 and 2. In this 
case, the minimum cost is 4, which you can achieve by feeding the first, third and fourth 
(or fifth) Knights. 
  
  
Input format 
There are 2 lines of input. The first line contains a single integer N, the number of seats 
at the table. The next line contains N space separated integers, each being the cost of the 
dessert of a Knight, listed in counterclockwise order around the table, starting with 
King Arthur. 
  
  
Output format 
The output should be a single line containing a single integer, the minimum possible 
cost for you, the chef. 
  
  
Testdata 
Each Knight's dessert costs strictly more than 0 and strictly less than 1000. You may 
assume that 1 ≤ N ≤ 106. In 30% of the test cases, 1 ≤ N ≤ 103. 
Subtask 1 (30 marks) 
Subtask 2 (70 marks) 



  
Sample Input 
5 
1 2 1 2 2 
 
Q.4. Supervin loves to eat candies. Today, his favorite candy shop is offering N 
candies, which are arranged in a line. The i-th candy in the line (counting starting from 
1) has a sweetness level Si. Note that the sweetness level of a candy might be negative, 
which means the candy tastes bitter. 
 
 Supervin likes to eat sweet candies. However, candies with a combined sweetness level 
of more than D would be too much sweetness even for him. Supervin also realises that a 
candy with an odd sweetness level is "odd", and he does not want to eat more than O 
odd candies. In other words, an odd candy is a candy with a sweetness level that is not 
evenly divisible by 2. Additionally, since Supervin is in a rush, he can only eat a single 
contiguous subset of candies. 
  
Therefore, he wants to eat a contiguous non-empty subset of candies in which there are 
at most O odd candies and the total sweetness level is maximized, but not more than D. 
Help Supervin to determine the maximum total sweetness level he can get, or return 
IMPOSSIBLE if there is no contiguous subset satisfying these constraints. 
  
Input 
The first line of the input gives the number of test cases, T. T test cases follow. Each test 
case contains two lines. The first line contains three integers N, O, and D, as described 
above. The second line contains seven integers X1, X2, A, B, C, M, L; these values are 
used to generate the values Si, as follows: 
  
We define: 
  
Xi = (A × Xi - 1 + B × Xi - 2 + C) modulo M, for i = 3 to N. 
Si = Xi + L, for i = 1 to N. 
 



 
Output 
For each test case, output one line containing Case #x: y, where x is the test case number 
(starting from 1) and y is the maximum total sweetness level Supervin can get, or 
IMPOSSIBLE if there is no possible contiguous subset satisfying the problem 
constraints. 
  
Limits 
1 ≤ T ≤ 100. 
2 ≤ N ≤ 5 × 105. 
0 ≤ O ≤ N. 
-1015 ≤ D ≤ 1015. 
0 ≤ X1, X2, A, B, C ≤ 109. 
1 ≤ M ≤ 109. 
Small dataset 
L = 0. 
Large dataset 
-5 × 108 ≤ L ≤ 0. 
Sample Input 
5 
6 1 1000000000000000 
1 1 1 1 0 100 0 
6 1 -100 
1 1 1 1 0 100 0 
10 1 8 
4 3 4 1 5 20 -10 
10 2 8 
4 3 4 1 5 20 -10 
10 1 8 
4 3 4 1 5 20 -19 
Sample Output : 
Case #1: 13 
Case #2: IMPOSSIBLE 



Case #3: 7 
Case #4: 8 
Case #5: -5 
  
Note that the last three sample cases would not appear in the Small dataset. 
  
In Sample Case #1, the generated array of sweetness values Si is: [1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8], where 
the bold and underlined numbers are the odd numbers. Since Supervin can only eat one 
odd candy, he can get a maximum total sweetness level by taking the fifth and the sixth 
candies. 
  
In Sample Case #2, the generated array of sweetness values Si is the same as in Sample 
Case #1. However, this time Supervin cannot eat candies with a total sweetness level of 
more than -100, so no contiguous subset of candies satisfies the constraints. 
  
In Sample Case #3, the generated array of sweetness values Si is: [-6, -7, -9, 2, 4, 3, 1, -8, 
-6, -7], where the bold and underlined numbers are the odd numbers. Since Supervin 
can only eat one odd candy and he cannot eat candies with a total sweetness level of 
more than 8, he can get the maximum total sweetness level by taking the fifth and the 
sixth candies. 
  
In Sample Case #4, the generated array of sweetness values Si is the same as in Sample 
Case #3. However, this time Supervin can eat two odd candies. Therefore, he can get a 
maximum total sweetness level by taking the fifth, the sixth, and the seventh candies. 
  
In Sample Case #5, the generated array of sweetness values Si is: [-15, -16, -18, -7, -5, -6, 
-8, -17, -15, -16] where the bold and underlined numbers are the odd numbers. Note 
that it is possible for the maximum total sweetness level to be negative. 
 
Q.5. Let's say you have an array of numbers. Find the most optimal pivot such that the 
difference of the sum of numbers on either side of the pivot element is minimum. 
Reference : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pivot_element 
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